Photosensitive Function of Encapsulated Dye in Carbon Nanotubes
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Abstract: Single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) exhibit resonant absorption localized in specific spectral regions. To expand the light spectrum that can be utilized by SWCNTs, we have encapsulated squarylium dye into SWCNTs and clarified its microscopic structure and photosensitizing function. X-ray diffraction and polarization-resolved optical absorption measurements revealed that the encapsulated dye molecules are located at an off center position inside the tubes and aligned to the nanotube axis. Efficient energy transfer from the encapsulated dye to SWCNTs was clearly observed in the photoluminescence spectra. Enhancement of transient absorption saturation in the S1 state of the semiconducting SWCNTs was detected after the photoexcitation of the encapsulated dye, which indicates that ultrafast (< 190 fs) energy transfer occurred from the dye to the SWCNTs.

I. Introduction

Functionalization of single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) allows one to enhance their electronic properties and is therefore extremely important for their applications.† There are two main functionalization strategies: one is to modify the outer surface of SWCNT with organic compounds, such as proteins, DNA, etc.,‡−§ and the other is to encapsulate molecules or metallic atoms inside the nanotube.⁷−¹¹ The first route is relatively easy as there are no obvious restrictions to the size, position, and arrangement of the attached molecule. As a result, numerous successful outer-shell functionalizations have been reported. However, this approach inevitably causes undesirable side effects such as creation of defects and loss of the unique one-dimensional (1-D) structure of the SWCNTs, both of which lead to the concomitant decrease in the electrical conductivity.¹² On the contrary, SWCNT functionalization via encapsulation is free from these drawbacks and is therefore beneficial for tuning the physical properties of SWCNTs without losing their unique structure.

Several functionalization techniques utilizing the inner space of SWCNTs have been proposed. Most of them focus on manipulating the conductivity of the SWCNTs using alkali metals, TCNQ molecules, etc.¹¹,¹³ However, recently, generation and detection of light by a single SWCNT have been reported, opening the important applications of SWCNTs in nanoptoelectronics.¹⁴−¹⁶ Development of techniques that can control the optical properties of SWCNTs has great significance for those applications. The optoelectronic properties of SWCNTs are limited by the absorption spectrum of semiconducting SWCNTs (s-SWCNTs). Changing the nanotube diameter allows one to modify those properties; however, such diameter control is yet a complex technological problem. Development of another methodology that can tune the optical properties of SWCNTs is clearly required.
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we attempted to clarify whether dye molecules encapsulated in SWCNTs can exhibit a photosensitizing function. Recently, we have demonstrated that it is possible to transfer the energy of the excited states of the encapsulated molecule ($\beta$-carotene) to the SWCNTs. However, in that case, $\beta$-carotene did not act as a photosensitizer because of the overlap of the absorption bands of the encapsulated $\beta$-carotene and the SWCNTs. For photosensitization, it is necessary that the absorption band of the encapsulated dye is located in the spectral range where the s-SWCNTs have a low extinction coefficient.

SWCNTs with $\sim$1.4 nm diameter, which was produced with the laser-vaporization method, were used for the dye encapsulation in this study. These tubes can encapsulate C$_6$O in high yield. This remarkable characteristic indicates their high purity and open-end structure, both of which are favorable for molecular encapsulation. Squirylium (SQ) dye was chosen for encapsulation into SWCNTs for two reasons: (1) Its absorption does not overlap with the absorption bands of s-SWCNTs with $\sim$1.4 nm diameter. (2) The SQ dye molecule (its chemical structure is shown in Figure 1) is small enough to be encapsulated into the SWCNTs.

The detailed structure of the encapsulated SQ dye was revealed here by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and polarization-resolved optical absorption. Although it is known that high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) can directly probe the encapsulation inside SWCNTs, it is difficult to determine the detailed structure of the encapsulated SQ dye through HRTEM because the electron beam would damage the dye. Thus, we nondestructively studied the structure of the encapsulated SQ dye with the above techniques. Photoluminescence and femtosecond pump–probe measurements clearly revealed that the energy of the excited state of the encapsulated SQ dye is transferred to the SWCNTs. The SQ dye encapsulated SWCNTs (SQ@SWCNTs) could utilize light energies to which pristine SWCNTs were not sensitive. Thus, the encapsulated SQ dye did exhibit the photosensitizing function inside the SWCNTs.

II. Experimental Section

Preparation of SQ Dye and SWCNTs. The SQ dye was synthesized according to the method described in ref 19. The SWCNTs were manufactured through laser vaporization of carbon rods doped with Co/Ni in an argon atmosphere. The SWCNTs were purified with H$_2$O$_2$, HCl, and NaOH. The details of the purification procedure have been published previously.

Encapsulation Procedure. The encapsulation of the SQ dye into the SWCNTs was performed as follows. SWCNTs were annealed in air at 350 °C for 20 min just before the encapsulation procedure. SQ dye (30 mg) was dissolved in chloroform (40 mL), and the SWCNTs (1 mg) were added to the solution. The mixture was refluxed for 3 h in N$_2$ atmosphere in darkness. Next, the solution was filtered and washed with chloroform several times to remove any non-encapsulated SQ molecules. We call the complexes produced in this fashion SQ@SWCNTs. It is important to note that not only SQ dye, but also solvent (CH$_2$Cl$_2$) molecules have been encapsulated into SWCNTs by this procedure as revealed below.

Optical Characterization. Optical absorption spectra were recorded with a commercial Shimadzu spectrophotometer. Thin films of nanotubes were prepared according to the method reported in ref 20. Photoluminescence (PL) mapping was performed with a home-built setup utilizing a tunable Ti:sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics 3900S), or a Xe lamp and a monochromator, for excitation and a single-grating monochromator with an InGaAs diode array for detection. PL measurements were performed on the solutions (1 cm thick silica cells) prepared using the following procedure. Nanotubes were dispersed for 15 min in 1% D$_2$O solutions of sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (SDBS) using a tip sonifier (20 kHz, power $\sim$40 W). The dispersions were ultra centrifuged for 5 h at 150 000g, and the upper 80% supernatant was collected. This supernatant was also used to prepare film samples for polarization-resolved optical absorption. It was 1:1 mixed with 10% water solution of gelatin and cast on Teflon. After drying, films were separated from the substrate, soaked in a 60:40 ethanol:water mixture, and mechanically stretched ~5 times to partially align the SWCNTs to the stretching direction. For Raman measurements, we used a triple monochromator system equipped with a CCD detector (Photon Design Co., PDPT3-640S) and an Ar$^+$ laser (Spectra Physics, model 2016) operated at 488 nm.

X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Measurements. XRD profiles were recorded using synchrotron radiation with a wavelength of 0.100 nm at the BL1B beam line of the Photon Factory, KEK, Japan. All of the XRD measurements were performed at 330 K in vacuum on powder samples.

Femtosecond (fs) Pump–Probe (PP) Transmittance Measurements. To investigate the relaxation processes following optical excitation of the encapsulated SQ dye, femtosecond pump–probe spectroscopy was applied to the SWCNTs. Two optical parametric amplifiers, excited with a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier system (800 nm, 1 kHz), were employed as sources of the pump (708 nm) and probe (1810 nm) pulses. The temporal width and the spectral width of each pulse were 130 fs and 20 meV, respectively, and the time resolution of the system was 190 fs. A change in the transmittance $\Delta T/T$ for the probe pulse induced by the pump pulse was measured as a function of the delay time. The measurements were performed on the thin films of the nanotubes. The absorbance of the SQ@SWCNT film at 708 nm was adjusted to be the same as that of the SWCNT. The intensity of pump pulse was set to be 22 $\mu$J/cm$^2$.

III. Results and Discussion

XRD Results and Models. XRD measurements can reveal details of the SWCNTs structure, such as degree of intercalation, changes in the arrangement of the SWCNTs (which is denoted here as crystal order), and encapsulation of molecules. 
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Figure 2. X-ray diffraction profiles of SWCNT (black ○), solvent encapsulated SWCNT (CHCl₃@SWCNT, blue ●), and SQ dye encapsulated SWCNT (SQ@SWCNT, red ○). Dotted black, blue, and red lines present the corresponding simulated patterns.

Therefore, XRD is known as one of the most reliable techniques to check whether molecules exist inside or outside SWCNTs. Figure 2 presents the XRD profiles of the initial SWCNT powders, the SWCNTs with encapsulated solvent (CHCl₃) molecules, abbreviated as CHCl₃@SWCNT, and SWCNTs with encapsulated SQ dye (SQ@SWCNT). The same refluxing and washing treatments have been used for the SQ@SWCNT and CHCl₃@SWCNT samples, but with and without SQ dye present, respectively.

The XRD patterns of SWCNTs originate from the diffraction on the two-dimensional triangular lattice of SWCNT bundles and are dominated by the (10) peak. Remarkably, this peak decreased without change in the line width and position upon either solvent or SQ encapsulation. Moreover, the decrease is much stronger in the latter case. If the encapsulation procedure had reduced the crystal order of the SWCNT bundles or had inserted molecules between the SWCNTs (intercalation), then broadening of the (10) peak or/and its shift toward lower Q values would occur, which is not observed in Figure 2. However, encapsulation of molecules inside the SWCNTs naturally explains the observed decrease of the (10) peaks in the CHCl₃@SWCNT and SQ@SWCNT samples. To reveal the detailed structure of the encapsulated molecules, numerical simulations were performed as described in refs 22–25. In our simulations, the SWCNT walls were simplified as infinitely thin sheets of homogeneous electron density within the carbon covalent networks.

First, we simulated the diffraction on bundles of empty SWCNTs. The SWCNTs with radius R were separated by the distance g and arranged in a bundle of thickness t (see inset in Figure 2), and the radius R was allowed to spread by the value

$$\Delta R.$$ This model was successfully fitted into the spectrum of the non-encapsulated SWCNTs (see the dotted black line in Figure 2), yielding the values of $R = 0.69 \pm 0.01$ nm, $\Delta R = 0.06$ nm, $g = 0.32 \pm 0.01$ nm, and $t = 17 \pm 1$ nm, which agree with the previous results of the SWCNTs similar to the tubes used in this study. For the analysis of the CHCl₃@SWCNT and SQ@SWCNT patterns, the tube diameter, its distribution, the distance between tubes, and the bundle thickness were set to be the same as those of the SWCNTs; that is, a reasonable assumption has been made that those values are not affected by the encapsulation.

The XRD patterns of the CHCl₃@SWCNT and SQ@SWCNT powders were reproduced using the following models A and B, respectively. Schematic illustrations of these models are depicted in Figure 3. In model A, the electron density of the encapsulated molecules is located at the center of the tubes and is distributed uniformly within a diameter $R_m$. The XRD pattern of the CHCl₃@SWCNT powder can well be simulated with this model using the following fitting parameters: the weight percent $w = 4.5 \pm 0.2\%$ and $R_m = 0.36 \pm 0.01$ nm. In model B, the electron density of the encapsulated molecules is assumed to be an infinitely thin sheet and located at a distance $\delta$ from the tube wall. Figure 2 reveals that model B successfully reproduces the XRD pattern of the SQ@SWCNT system, and the best-fit parameters are $w = 17 \pm 1\%$ and $\delta = 0.42 \pm 0.01$ nm. No acceptable fit of the XRD patterns of the CHCl₃@SWCNT and SQ@SWCNT could be achieved in this study with models other than A and B. According to the analysis results for the CHCl₃@SWCNT, both solvent and SQ molecules would be encapsulated in the SQ@SWCNT system. The weight percent of SQ dye alone in the SQ@SWCNT system was thus estimated to be approximately 12%.

The above results of the XRD analyses indicate the following two features: (1) The chloroform and SQ molecules are introduced inside, but not outside the SWCNTs. (2) While the chloroform molecules were at the center of the tube, the SQ
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**Optical Characterization.** Figure 4a shows the absorption and the luminescence spectra of the SQ dye in chloroform. The absorption and luminescence peaks are located at 628 and 657 nm, respectively. Figure 4b shows the absorption spectrum of the SWCNTs. In contrast to the XRD experiments, the chloroform washing procedure, used for the SQ encapsulation, did not affect the optical results. Therefore, non-washed SWCNTs were used as non-encapsulated reference samples. Three absorption bands originating from the three excited states of the s-SWCNTs (S1 1500–2200 nm, S2 800–1200 nm, and S3 400–600 nm) and one from metallic-SWCNTs (M1 600–700 nm) can be clearly identified. The absorption band of the SQ dye falls between the S2 and S3 bands, in the region where 700 nm can be clearly identified. The absorption band of the SQ dye molecules was located at an off-center position inside the SWCNTs. The latter remarkable feature reflects the difference between the chemical structures of the chloroform and the SQ dye molecules. The SQ dye, which has a π-conjugated structure, would exhibit π−π interactions with the tube wall, and these interactions could shift SQ molecules off the SWCNT center. 29 In contrast, the CHCl3 molecules do not exhibit such interaction with the tube wall and therefore are (uniformly) spread around the center of the tube.

Figure 4a shows the absorption and the luminescence spectra of the SQ dye in chloroform. The absorption and luminescence peaks are located at 628 and 657 nm, respectively. Figure 4b shows the absorption spectrum of the SWCNTs. In contrast to the XRD experiments, the chloroform washing procedure, used for the SQ encapsulation, did not affect the optical results. Therefore, non-washed SWCNTs were used as non-encapsulated reference samples. Three absorption bands originating from the three excited states of the s-SWCNTs (S1 1500–2200 nm, S2 800–1200 nm, and S3 400–600 nm) and one from metallic-SWCNTs (M1 600–700 nm) can be clearly identified. The absorption band of the SQ dye falls between the S2 and S3 bands, in the region where the s-SWCNTs have low extinction coefficient; thus the SQ dye has the possibility of photosensitizing the SWCNTs. Figure 4c shows the absorption spectrum of the SQ@SWCNT. A new peak, which we label as the SQ band, appeared after the SQ encapsulation. The absorption line shape of the SQ band was clearly identified in the difference absorption spectrum of the SQ@SWCNT and the SWCNT [Figure 4d] spectra. The peak position of the SQ absorption band is red-shifted by 200 meV from that in the solution after the encapsulation, and its line width is broadened from 300 to 900 cm⁻¹. If J-type aggregations occurred, then the line width would decrease. 30 Therefore, such aggregation was not observed in the SQ@SWCNT system. The weight percent w of the encapsulated SQ dye can be roughly estimated as 12% from the absorption intensity of the SQ band. This value is in good agreement with the one derived from the XRD analysis.

Figure 5 presents the Raman spectra of the radial breathing (RBM) and G-modes, which are important for the SWCNT characterization, in the SWCNT and SQ@SWCNT powders. As is similarly seen in other molecule-encapsulated SWCNT systems, the line shape of the RBM modes changed remarkably through the encapsulation of the SQ dye. It is known that charge transfer between the encapsulated molecules and the SWCNTs decreases the S1 absorption band and causes the peak shift of the G-band. 31 Those changes are not observed for the SQ@SWCNT system [see Figures 4d and 5]. Thus, the lack of
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such changes indicates an absence of charge transfer between the SQ dye and SQ@SWCNT.

**Photoluminescence Spectra.** Figure 6a and b shows 2D maps of the PL excitation and emission peak intensities in the SWCNT and SQ@SWCNT, respectively. Although the luminescence of the SQ dye was completely quenched after the encapsulation, PL signals originating from the nanotubes were easily detected and assigned to the (12,7), (10,9), (13,5), and (10,8) tubes.32

The peaks in the PL excitation (PLE) range of 800–1000 nm in Figure 6 originate from excitation into the S2 band followed by emission from the S1 levels. No significant PL signals were observed in the excitation range of 650–750 nm for the SWCNT because the extinction coefficients of the s-SWCNTs are small in this region. However, new PL signals appeared in this region for the SQ@SWCNT sample. These PL signals well correspond to the SQ absorption-S1 emission (see Figure 4). The new PL signals indicate that optical excitation of the encapsulated SQ dye can be transferred to the s-SWCNTs.

**Analysis of the PL Maps.** In addition to the new PL signals for the SQ@SWCNT system, there are two remarkable features in its PL map: (1) The new PL signals in the region 650–750 nm only appear for the (10,9) and (12,7) tubes, but not for the (10,8) and (13,5) tubes. (2) The positions of PL peaks for the (10,9) and (12,7), but not for the (10,8) and (13,5) tubes, are different between the SQ@SWCNT and SWCNT systems. It is known that high-yield encapsulation of organic compounds can shift the peak positions.33 Thus, the above observations indicate that the SQ dye was efficiently encapsulated into the (10,9) and (12,7) tubes, but not into the (10,8) and (13,5) tubes. If the SQ molecules were attached outside the tube wall, then the PL signals originating from the dye as well as the shift of the PL peaks would be observed for all of the chiral tubes. Therefore, the observed strong chirality dependence of these features is further evidence for the encapsulation of the SQ dye inside the tubes.

To investigate the PL maps in detail, the PLE spectra of the (10,9) + (12,7) and (10,8) + (13,5) tubes in the SQ@SWCNT and SWCNT samples are plotted in Figure 7. Figure 7c and f presents the corresponding difference PLE (APLE) spectra between the SQ@SWCNT and SWCNT samples. The line shapes of the SQ absorption band, which is derived from the difference between the absorption spectra of the SQ@SWCNT and SWCNT, are shown for comparison in (c) and (f).

Precise determination of the quantum yield of the energy transfer from the encapsulated dye to SWCNTs is difficult because of the following reason: As is shown in Figure 7, emission intensity caused by the energy transfer from SQ dye strongly depends on the tube chirality. Therefore, it is necessary to clarify the absorbance of the dye encapsulated in a single chiral tube for the correct evaluation of the quantum yield, and it is, unfortunately, quite difficult to identify such absorbance. As a rough estimation, the quantum yield is expected to be quite high, because the absorbance of encapsulated dye is similar to that of the S2 band (Figure 4) and the emission intensity after photoexcitation of SQ dye is almost the same as that by direct excitation of the S2 band (Figure 7a).

**Relaxation Dynamics of Photoexcited SQ@SWCNT System.** In the previous section, the presence of the energy transfer from the encapsulated SQ dye to the SWCNT was revealed by the PL measurements. The following energy transfer pathway was assumed. The photon energy absorbed by the SQ dye was transferred to the S2 band of SWCNT, and then internally relaxed to the S1 band, and finally the emission from the S1 band was observed (Figure 8). The excited-state energy of the encapsulated SQ dye after its photoexcitation is ~1.7 eV. This energy can be transferred to the SWCNT S2 band extending...
from 1.2 to 1.6 eV with a concomitant emission of multiple phonons. According to this energy transfer pathway, strong excitation of the encapsulated SQ dye could lead to the saturation of the S1 absorption band.

Previous femtosecond pump–probe (PP) measurements, which were performed on bundles of metallic and semiconducting SWCNTs, have revealed the absorption saturation of the S1 band after photoexcitation of higher-energy bands of SWCNTs. If the energy of the excited states of SQ dye were transferred to the S1 band, then an enhancement of the absorption saturation of the S1 band would be observed. With reference to those measurements, to clarify the relaxation process after the photoexcitation of the encapsulated SQ dye, we performed the PP measurements on the SQ@SWCNT and SWCNT films. The absorption spectra of the films are similar to those shown in Figure 4; however, the absorbance at the wavelength of pump pulse, 708 nm, of the SQ@SWCNT film was adjusted to be the same as that of the SWCNT.

Figure 9 shows the changes in transmittance as a function of time delay at the peak position of the S1 band, 1810 nm, after 708 nm excitation of the SWCNTs and SQ@SWCNTs films. The dynamics can be well simulated using monoexponential functions convoluted with the system response. As is consistent with the previously reported results, the dynamics with a decay time constant of about 1 ps was observed in both samples. Although the light-intensity absorbed by the SQ@SWCNT sample at the pump wavelength was the same as that by the SWCNT, there is a significant (15%) enhancement of the saturated absorption in the SQ@SWCNT sample, thus clearly indicating that energy transfer occurred from the encapsulated SQ dye to the SWCNTs. This enhancement is not as large as the changes observed in PL measurements. The presence of nanotube bundling in the samples for the PP measurements would reduce the saturated absorption change because the bundling strongly increases intertube interactions that induce the energy transfer from semiconducting to metallic nanotubes.

We could not detect any difference in the rise time between SWCNT and SQ@SWCNT films. This result indicates that the energy of the excited states of the encapsulated SQ dye is transferred to the SWCNTs within the time resolution (190 fs) of our system.

IV. Conclusions

Squarylium (SQ) dye was successfully encapsulated in SWCNTs to expand the light spectrum that can be utilized by the nanotubes. The photosensitive function of the encapsulated dye was clearly observed. X-ray diffraction revealed that the dye molecules were efficiently encapsulated at off-center positions inside the tubes. Polarization-resolved absorption revealed that the dye molecules are aligned to the SWCNT axis. Raman scattering indicated the absence of the charge transfer between the encapsulated dye and the SWCNTs. Photoluminescence spectra revealed efficient energy transfer from the encapsulated dye to the SWCNTs. The filling rate of the SQ molecules strongly depends on the nanotube diameter. The femtosecond pump–probe transmittance measurements clarified the enhancement of the saturated absorbance of the S1 band after the photoexcitation of the encapsulated SQ dye. Ultrafast energy transfer from the encapsulated SQ dye to the SWCNTs was revealed. Dye encapsulated SWCNTs can utilize a wider light spectrum than pristine SWCNTs; that is, the encapsulated dye does exhibit a photosensitization function. The techniques reported here should open the way to manipulating the optical properties of SWCNTs through the encapsulation of organic compounds.
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